The GLMRIS Report

Map Package for the Mid-System Control Technologies without a Buffer Zone Alternative
Overview - Mid-System Control Technologies without a Buffer Zone
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- Project Feature Location
- Mitigation Feature Location

Sites:
- McCook (IL)
- Stickney (IL)
- Oak Lawn (IL)
- Alsip (IL)
- Thornton (IL)
Note: Alternative also includes nonstructural measures, i.e. ballast bilge management, etc.
Second Reservoir at McCook
11.4 Billion Gallons

New Reservoir at Oak Lawn
0.2 Billion Gallons

Second Reservoir at Thornton
15.8 Billion Gallons
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**Further evaluation is required to determine exact location of project and mitigation features.**
**Further evaluation is required to determine exact location of project and mitigation features.**

Note: Alternative also includes nonstructural measures, i.e. ballast bilge management, etc.